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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we wish to study the second order degenerate parabolic operator 
LU = dj(x, t) u,.,~.~ + P(x, t) u,: - C(X, t) t+ + d(~, t) 24 (1.1) 
in a bounded domain D in Rn+l. We denote by (s, t) = (x1 ,..., s,( , f) a variable 
point in Rn+l and for simplicity, we shall assume that I> is a cylindrical domain 
Q x (0, T) where Q is a domain in R’I and that its boundary is made up of three 
pieces B + S + B, where B == Q x (O}, B, = Q x (T}, and S == 2R :; [0, T]. 
Further, we shall make the following assumptions regarding the degeneracy 
of the operator L of (1. I): 
for some ~(x, t), v(.v, f) > 0 and for all c in R”; 
C(.Y, t) 3 0; 
c(x, t) + p(.r, t) 2 p > 0 for all (x, t) in D; 
for any [x, t) in S, 
uqx, t) vp, > p.s >, 0 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
where 17 = (ul ,..., v, ) is the normal to the boundary S at (A-, t); 
for any point (x, 0) on the base B, 
c(x, 0) 2 /As > 0. 
We shall also assume 
(1.6) 
the coefficients of L are continuous in D. 
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We note that since P(.x, t) and C(X, t) may equal zero in a, the operator L is 
degenerate parabolic. For convenience, we will define the following two sets of 
degeneracy; the set of elliptic degeneracy C, 
c, = {(x, t) E 0; p(x, t) = 0) (1.8) 
and the set of parabolic degeneracy C, 
c, = {(x, t) E D; c(x, t) = 0). (1.9) 
We begin in Section 2 by considering weak maximum principles for the 
operator L. It is shown that if the coefficient d is negative in a neighborhood of 
the set of parabolic degeneracy C, , d is small enough in D, the domain is 
narrow enough or the set of parabolic degeneracy is narrow enough, then there 
is a weak maximum principle for the degenerate operator L. Further, in these 
cases we derive an a priori bound for maxn 1 u j for solutions to the equation 
Lu =f. 
In Section 3, the sets of degeneracy are restricted so that the set of parabolic 
degeneracy does not touch the base of the domain and the set of elliptic dege- 
neracy touches the sides in accordance with (1.5). Under these conditions, we 
derive estimates for the derivatives of the solution u on the normal boundary 
B + S. Section 4 is devoted to establishing a priori bounds for the 
derivatives of zc in terms of their boundary values and the parameters of the 
problem. 
In Section 5, we prove esistence of a unique classical solution to the first 
initial-boundary value problem with smooth coefficients under the assumption 
that there is no parabolic degeneracy on the base B and that any elliptic dege- 
neracy on the sides S is in agreement with (1.5). In addition, we must restrict 
either the width of the set Q, the width of the set of parabolic degeneracy or the 
size of the coefficient d. 
Maximum principles for degenerate elliptic-parabolic equations in the case 
where the coefficient d is nonpositive have been studied by several authors; 
Hill [7], Redheffer [12], Stroock and Varadhan [13] and Bony [3] for more 
general degenerate operators, and Waid [14, 151 and Ford [4] for operators of 
this type with no elliptic degeneracy. The question of extending the result to the 
case d -< K for operators of the latter type was considered by Waid [14 (see 
Remark, p. 4)]. -4 priori bounds and the existence of a unique classical solution 
to the first initial-boundary value problem in the case c(w, t) =E 1 were considered 
by Oleinik [IO] and in the case of more general degenerate elliptic-parabolic 
operators in [9]. The case of constant coefficients aii was considered by Waid [I4 
(see Remark, p. 42)]. Finally, higher order degenerate parabolic equations were 
studied by Friedman and Schuss [6]. 
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2. \VEAK MkurMunl PRINCIPLES 
In this section we will prove several maximum principles for the degenerate 
parabolic operator L defined in (1 .I) under the assumptions (I.?)-( I .4) and (I .7). 
Our aim in applying these principles is to use them to establish a priori estimates 
for solutions to the equation Lu == f  in L) + B, which are continuous in D and 
of class Cfsl(D), that is, u has two continuous .v-derivatives and one continuous 
t-derivative in D. Here we use the notation B, = Gi .: (t>, S, = S n [0, t] and 
D, = S2 x (0, t). We note that no assumption regarding the nature of the dege- 
neracy near the boundary is required for this section of the analysis. 
LEMMA 2.1 (Weak R~Iaximum Principle). Suppose d :<: 0 und Lu .;: 0 
(Lu < 0) in D, + B, . If u has a positive maximum (negative minimum) in D, , 
that maximum (minimum) is attained on B f  S, . 
Proof. It is easy to show that if Lu > 0, then u cannot have a positive maxi- 
mum in D, + B, (see Friedman [5, proof of Lemma 1, p. 341). For the general 
case, we suppose that for some point P = (Y, t) in D, + B, , u(P) > u(Q) for all 
Q in B + S, and then we consider the function 
w(x, t) = u(x, t) + E exp(--oi s - .x0 j2 - fl j t - to ,) 
where j s - x,, 1 > constant >0 and t > t, for all (x, t) in D, and E, a and @ 
are constants to be determined. 
L~==u+Eexp(-LY(N--SO/2--lt---foj) 
. {242aa”~(x, - xi”) (xj - xjo) - (b”(q - xi”) + a”“)] + c/3 + dj-. 
Let NE be a closed neighborhood of C, (see (1.8)) which does not intersect 
C, , the set of parabolic degeneracy. In D, + B, - NE , p(x, t) 2 p > 0 so 
that 
Lw 3 E exp(--ol 1 x - .ro j2 - fi [ t - to 1) 
. (2a[2ap / N - x0 I2 - B / x - x0 1 - V] + d} > 0 
if we choose a: large enough (independent of E and /I). Fix in. In A; , c(.T, t) ;: 
pi > 0 since NE does not intersect C, , the set of parabolic degeneracy (see 
(1.9)). Thus, choosing K sufficiently large so that for all (x, t) in L\rE 
1 2’X{2tYUi~(Xi - Xi”) (Xj - xjo) - (bi(.ri - xi”) + &)} + d j << K 
we have 
LW > [-K + pJ3] exp(--a / X - .v,, I2 - /3 j t - to I) ‘3~ 0 
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if /? > K/p1 . Therefore, w does not have a positive maximum in Dt + B,; 
hence, for some point Q in B + S, , w(P) < w(Q), But then 
U(p) < u(Q) + +p(--a 1 XQ - .To I2 - p 1 tQ - to 1) 
- exp(--Ly 1 XP - X0 1” - p / t, - to I)] 
for any E > 0. Letting e---f 0, we have a contradiction. 
Remark. If we assume additional smoothness of the coefficients, this result 
is a direct corollary of Hill’s sharp maximum principle [7]; (the proof in Hill’s 
paper is incorrect, but’the result ias subsequently verified; see Redheffer [12] or 
Stroock and Varadhan [13]). In fact, using this result we could actually arrive 
at a precise description of the propagation sets of L, but such refinements are 
unnecessary for our purposes. 
Remark. We note that if d = 0, L(u + A) = Lu for any constant =3. Conse- 
quently in this case, the maximum (minimum) of u need not be restricted to be 
positive (negative) in the above lemma. 
Remark. We would like to relax the assumption d < 0 in the above lemma. 
In the case where there is tio elliptic degeneracy, that is, ~(x, t) > pE > 0 for all 
(x, t) in D, Waid [14] claimed to have extended the results to d < K, but errors 
in her method of proof (pp. 34-35) negate this result. In fact, the simple example 
of u(x, f) = t sin x and Lti =L u,, - tut + 224 = 0 in D = (0, T) x (0, 7’) shows 
that this is not possible in general, even if the problem degenerates only on a set 
of measure zero. 
It is possible to extend this result, however, if we make some additional 
assumption on the width of the domain D, the width of the set of parabolic 
degeneracy C, , or the size of the coefficient d near the set of parabolic degeneracy 
c P’ 
We define constants B, , K, and ,!!,, such that 
Also, we let 
/ bi 1 < B, and -M,,<d<K,,. (2.1) 
yi = diameter of D in the xi-direction 
xi0 < “Vi < xi0 + yi s X’( 
(2.3 
and define positive constants t+, vE , pp and yp so that 
0 < CL,5 < &, t) < VE for all (x, t) in Cp , 
(2.3) 
0 < pp < c(x, t) < vp for all (x, t) in CE. 
We note that (2.3) is possible by virtue of (1.4). Using this notation, we state the 
following maximum principle. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose one of the following conditions holds: 
(I) There is a neighborhood A’, of the set of parabolic de~generac~’ C’, in 
zohich 
cl 2:; kc 
for some constant k. 
(II) For some i = I,.... II, there is a neighborhood Nr, of C, in which 
(bi)p 2 B,rS > 0 and d < B,V”/4vE . 
(III) The width y  qf D in some x-direction is small enough; nanzel.1, 
y  2.~ CjpE , B, , AL0 , A-,,). 
(IV) The coefficient d is small enough; that is, 
d :c e(,, , B, , I&, , y, q). 
(V) The width yc, of the set of parabolic degeneracy C, in some m-direction 
is small enough; 
YC, < C(,E 9 4, , 4). 
Then we can find a positizje constant C which ma-v depend on the coeficients of L 
and the neighborhood Np chosen aboz?e, such that ifLu = f, we haze the estimate 
This theorem is the result of constructing auxiliary functions zu and applying 
the following theorem and corollary, which is similar to the generalized maxi- 
mum principle for elliptic equations. See, for instance, Protter and Weinberger 
[Ill. 
THEOREM 2.3. (Generalized Maximum Principle). SupposeLu 3 0 (Lu < 0) 
in D + B, . If there is a function w > 0 in D such that LZL~ < 0 in D + B, , 
then ulzu satisfies the weak maximum principle of Lemma 2.1. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. We simply apply Lemma 2.1 to the function v  = ujw 
and the operator 
i aijzurj/w~ z’,; - ~‘q + (Lw/w) ;L’ 
= Lu:‘w ,- 0. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Suppose there is a function ZL’ > 0 in D such that Lw :g 0 
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in D + B, . Then there is a constant C depending on the coejkients of L, the domain 
D and the function w stlch that ifLu = f in D + B, , we have 
Proof. We first consider the case d < 0. Defining the function h(x, t) = 
1 - exp(X(x, - xl’)) + /3t where xi’ - yi < x1 < zcr’ for all (x, t) in D. Then 
Lh < -(a%* + @A) exp(X(x, - xi’)) - c& 
Let NE be a closed neighborhood of C, which does not intersect C, . In 
D - N,: , ~(.1c, t) 2 & > 0 and here we have 
Lh < -(,$X2 - B,h) exp(X(.r, - xi’)) < -exp(-Ay,) < 0 
if X is chosen large enough so that pEhB - B,h > 1. 
In N,: , c(.T, t) >, iiP > 0. Hence, if we choose K large enough so that 
-(aW + PA) exp(X(x, - s,‘)) < K in 
and if we take /3 > (K + exp(-Arl))/Fp 
Lh < K - ,$$ < -exp(-Ay,) < 0. 
We now consider the function 
v  = eAyl(mF 1 f  I) 12 + mat I u 1 f  u. 
Clearly, Lv < 0 and v  > 0 in B -t S. Hence, v  >, 0 in D and 
For the general case, we apply the preceeding result to the function v  = u/w 
and the operator t of Theorem 2.3. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. (I) For (x, t) in D - NP , there is a constant ,I& > 0 
such that C(X, t) > jiP > 0. Consider the function w(x, t) = exp(olt) where 01 > 0 
is chosen large enough, say 01 = max(K,/i& , k). Then Lw < 0 in D and w is the 
desired function. 
(II) Since bi is continuous, either bi > B, > 0 or 6” < -B,,, < 0 in NP . 
We shall consider the first case, the second is similar. Further, we may assume 
without loss of generality that NP n C, = E, since otherwise, we may simply 
take a smaller neighborhood contained in NP . 
409/64/.3-3 
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Consider the function zo(s, t) =I exp(-,X(X, - s,“) f  ,&) where -1 is chosen 
small enough, say- 8 == B, -C (B,’ - 41~EK0)1’r/4vE . Then choosing the con- 
stant /3, 
13 :;, (aii(x, t) 2 -- b’(.r. t) 8s ~+ d(.v, t))/r(s. t) 
for (x, t) in D - -VP , w is the desired function. 
(III) We first consider the case where the domain D is contained between 
two parallel hyperplanes sr = .ri” and .vi = si’ = .‘crO $- y1 of small enough 
separation. Let NP be a neighborhood of C, for which C, n N, = r.<. In KP , 
0 < FE < [L(.Y, t). Assume yr > 0 is sufficiently small so that ,i& .- Boy, - 
4Moyrz > 0 and Ko/2(,GE - Boy, - $Moyl’) < l/y,‘. Then the function 
w(x, t) = (I - /3(x1 - x10)2) exp(olt) 
is the desired function with p = Ko/2& - Roy1 - $M,yr’) and ti = 
(K + K,)/,$(l - /?yra) where K is a large positive constant, K 3 -2/3(& + 
bl(r, - x10) + d(x, - x10)2) in D - Xp . 
Since a rotation of coordinates makes any x-direction the x,-direction, the 
hyperplanes need not be restricted to be perpendicular to the x,-axis. 
(IV) Choosing a neighborhood L\$ of C, for which NP n C, = ,z,, we 
have cE > ~(x, t) 3 & > 0 in Iv, . Consider the function 
w(x, t) = (1 - /3 exp(a(.v, - si”))) exp(.$) 
with 51 chosen large enough so that ,!+3 - Boa - MO > 0, j3 = K,i(,C+” - 
Boa - MO), and 6 = (K + Ko)/i&.(l - ~~‘1) where c(x, t) 3 j&. > 0 in 
D - -VP and K > -fl(uW + bra: + d) exp(ol(x, - +O)) in D - -VP . Then 
LZL~ < 0. 
We must also have w > 0 in D and we must therefore require 
/3 < exp(--cy(s, - ylO)) for all (s, t) in D. 
By definition of /3, we have the restriction 
d < K. < &a2 - Boa - MO) exp(-my,). 
Choosing the best value of 01 and doing the analysis in the direction of smallest 
diameter y, we require 
d < Ko < y-72/+ + ((B,“2 + 4&&,) yl” + 4&)9 
. expN2iV (-2~~ - ~9, - (PO2 + 4&Mo) ~1” + 4,Q7. 
(V) It suffices to show that the result is true if the set of degeneracy C, 
is contained in a narrow slab bounded by two hyperplanes which are parallel 
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to the t-axis, since otherwise we can simply apply the result to a finite number of 
strips (ti , ti+t). 
First suppose that the hyperplanes above are perpendicular to the s,-axis, 
say x1 =. a and .rr = 6, a < b. Let NP b e a neighborhood of C’, contained in the 
strip a -g .rr < b for which NP n C, = 0. In ATP , 0 < FE -< P(X, f) <GE and 
in D - NP , c(s, t) ‘2 pP > 0. Consider the function 
w(.T, q = exp(/.jq (ea(.vo) + ,-haJ)-l 
where 01 and /3 are chosen large enough so that for some E > 0 
-j&i% + c&,((l - E)/2)1/2 + K, < 0 
and 
a%* 2 
[ ( 
ea(sl-u) 
- e+-‘) 
ea(zl-a) + e-c&c-a) 
< CLPP 
in D - IV, , I f  
Then w is the desired function. Note in particular, if we take E = + and choose 
the smallest value of 01 determined above, we require 
(b - a) < On 3d(4 + (B,:! + h&o)1~2). 
By rotation, we can make any x-direction the x,-direction. 
3. BOUNDARY ESTIF&~TES FOR DERIVATIVES OF u 
In this section we will first derive an estimate for 1 u, i on the surface S, and 
then extend it to higher x-derivatives of u. Using the same technique, we will 
establish estimates for the t-derivatives of u on the base B. These estimates 
require that we restrict the sets of degeneracy C, and C, so that if CE intersects 
the sides S, it does so in such a way that (1.5) is satisfied and so that C, does 
not intersect the base B. These boundary estimates are an adaptation of estimates 
for elliptic equations proved by S. N. Bernstein [l] in the case of two space 
variables and extended to quasilinear parabolic equations in n-space variables by 
0. A. Ladyzenskaja et al. [8, pp. 535-5381. 
We will use the notation # is a function in c2a1(S) if there is a function !P’ 
in P’(D) which is equal to 4 on S. 1 4 I& = sup, 1 Y I.$. To simplify notation 
we will eliminate the domain when it is clear from context. 
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To establish our first estimate, we will assume that 14 is a solution to the pro- 
blem 
where L was defined in (1. I) and satisfies (I .2)-( I .5), (1.7). Further we assume 
that 
II, E cyq, (3.2) 
~(x~ 0) E P(Qj, (3.3) 
i;.Q is of class C”. (3.4) 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose u is a solution of (3.1) where f is in C(0) und (3.2)) 
(3.4) hold. If u is of class C1~O(D) n Gl(D). then 
where K is a constant depending on masD 1 u ~ , 1 9 l?,r , D, mass / #J.*., 0). , 
rnaxd / d, f ,  bi 1 and ps of (I .5). 
Pyoof. We wilf consider only the case of homogeneous boundary conditions, 
that is, u = 0 on S. The general case of (3.2) re uces to this case when ~(3, t) d 
is replaced by w(.Y, t) = U(S, t) - z&x, t) where $ is a function from c”*‘(D) 
which is equal to # on S. 
Since the boundary %Q of Q is of class CL, we can split 8Q into a finite number 
of pieces S,, such that for each piece Sj there are coordinates y, := yz(x), 
i = I,..., n, which transform *Q into a domain lving in the half plane T,, > 0 with 
S, in the plane \pn = 0. Further, this transformation preserves both the form 
(1.1) and the properties (1.2)-(1.7) of L. Th us, without loss of generality, we 
may assume that the piece of boundary S, of S lies in the plane .T,, =; 0 and Q 
is contained in the half-space s, > 0. 
We will construct a function z(.Y, t) from U(S, t) which equals zero on S, and 
for which 
15~9 = a%.~,t,., + &la. - lYt :\. -- 0 in II. I 
We begin by considering the function 
w(x, t) = hey’ ( 1 - 
(s, -: I),) 
where R, y  and p are positive constants to be determined. We note that ZU(X, t) =: 0 
on S, x [0, T], w(x, t) > 0 in D - (S, x [0, T]) and 
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Let NE be a neighborhood of C, for which NE n C, = E. In D - NE, 
~(s, t) 2 FE i 0, and hence, if y,, denotes the diameter of Q in the x,-direction 
and / bll / ~1 B, , 
LUI s: (Yn !$,,+2 r-P(P + 1) jiE + 4,Pbn + *)I < (y ;ky;,,+2 (3.6) 
n 
if p is chosen large enough (independent of y  and k). 
Since we are considering a domain of the form above, the condition (1.5) 
for points (x, t) in S, x [0, T] becomes 
Clearly, therefore, there is an E > 0 for which 
d’“(s, t) 3 42 > 0 for all (x, t) in D with xn < E. (3.7) 
In the set NE n (xn < c} then, we have the bound 
Lw <; keYf 
(.Yn + l)p+F [-P(P + 1) y t P%Y, + l,] < (y (3.8) “1 
if p is again chosen large enough (independent of k and y). We fix p as chosen for 
(3.6) and (3.8). 
In the remaining set NE n {x, > E)-, clearly, c(x, t) > & > 0 so that 
Lw < 
keYt 
(Xn + l)“+s WObk -t 111 - kv?b (1 - &$ 
< keYt [PNY. + 1) - rt~p (1 - A)] < -key’ 
(3.9) 
if y  is chosen large enough (independent of k). Thus, for any constant 
k > (1 + ~a)~+~, (3.6) (3.8) and (3.9) gives us 
We now consider the function 
Clearly, 
71(x, t) = 24(x, t) + (m;x / f  - du I) w(x, t). 
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if k is large enough. In fact we choose 
Then the minimum of V(S, 0) on B occurs on S, and hence, for all x in S, . 
By the weak maximum principle of Lemma 2. I, ila <G 0, z’ g;s 0 on B + S 
implies that v  3 0 in D. Hence, since the minimum of v(x, t) occurs for each 
(x, t) with s in S, , on S’r x [0, T], we have z’~, 3 0 and 
We thus hare a lower bound for us,& on Sr s [0, T], namely, 
u&, f)IZES1 2 -kpe~‘(m_ax If - du 1). 
D 
ilpplying the above estimate to the solution --u of L(--u) = -f, we likewise 
have an upper bound for u,., . WTe have thus shown that 
Repeating the argument for each of the finite number of pieces of S, we have 
the desired result. 
This same type of argument allows us to extend this result to higher s-deriva- 
tives. Assuming additional smoothness for II, f  and the coefficients of L and 
differentiating the equation in (3.1) with respect to sg , we have 
(3.10) 
Clearly we cannot apply the above results directly to (3.10), since the right side 
involves the terms uzisj . Instead we proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
We first reduce the problem to the case of a domain of the form above and 
then further simplify it to the case of homogeneous boundary conditions. To do 
this, we will assume additional smoothness for # and then consider extensions 
Y of $ which agree with u,,. , k = I,..., n on S. Then the function PU = u - Y 
reduces the problem to the case u’.+ == 0 on S. We note, however, that the bound 
for u,, on S will now depend on the boundary values of z14 , k = l,..., n as well 
as the function 4. 
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Consider the function v = zz=, V~ where the functions vii are defined by 
where the function v with ~(0) = 0, v’ > 0, v” < 0 is to be specified. Then 
U 
I k 
qt = T  Z’t , Ul& = pl’& ) u,,,i”j = &,r, + ‘pnz’~iv~j 
and the equation (3.10) gives us 
where K 1s a constant depending on the coefficients of L, f and u and its first 
derivatives. 
We shall need the following lemma proved by Oleinik [9, lo]. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose ai’ .$& > 0 for all x in RR and for all 5 in Rn. Sup- 
pose aQ has continuous derivatives up to the second order in R” which are bounded. 
Then every function v  in C2(R”) satisfies 
k = 1, 2,..., n, where M depends on the second derivatives of aij. 
In view of Lemma 3.1, we will assume 
aij can be extended to Rn+l in such a way that aij E C*(Rn+l) 
with bounded second derivatives and for all (x, t) in Rnfl 
and 5 in R” 
0 g aij(x, t) &Ej . 
(3.12) 
Then for each k and for any E > 0, 
(3.13) 
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Using (3.13) in (3. I I), we have 
z -a 
We choose q~ so that 
$- + E?z‘%z(qTJ’)’ .< 0 and y(O) = 0. 
For example, if we choose 
CJJ(V”) = In(l + +) and E = (TIM)-* exp(- yy  1 Uzl I) 
by property (1.2) and (3.14), we have 
- R [(l + $) + (1 +4z,kY] 
> -R exp(yy 1 u,, 1) [ 1 + z! exp(2yy 1 II,, I)] 3 -Ka 
where k’, > 0 is a known constant. W’e then construct the function w(x, t) as in 
the proof of Theorem 3.1 and consider 
.(x, t) = &w(x, t) - v(x, t). 
Clearly, Iz < 0 and we may proceed as in the proof above to get an estimate for 
1 EC,, 1 . I f  instead we take z1 = Czl: z-P where uzl: = q(v”) and .vn+i = t, a 
similar argument gives us an estimate for / u,~ 1 on S, . The procedure clearly 
generalizes to give estimates for higher derivatives. We thus have proved the 
following theorem. 
THEOREhl 3.2. Suppose u is a solution to (3.1) where j and the coefficients of L 
are in P(D) for some k 3 1. Assume also that (3.12) holds, 82 is ojclass C”+“, and 
for some integer m, 0 < m < k, + can be extended so that DzaD,“J, is in C2J(D) n 
C?(D) for all 0 < p < m and for all (Y with ) iy j + /3 < k. Then ;f D,*D$ 
C?(D) n PO(D) for all 0 < /3 < m and 1 OL I + ,6 < k, we have 
m;s 1 D,CDtyu ) < K jor 0 < y  < m and 15l+r=k’l 
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where K is a constant depending on bounds on the derivatives of u, f and the coe$i- 
cients of L up to order k, 4, D and the constant ps of (1.5). 
Using a similar argument, we may derive estimates for t-derivatives of u on the 
base B. Here we will use the assumption (1.6) that the set of parabolic degeneracy 
C, does not intersect the base B. 
We shall use the notation # is in (?J(B + S) if there is a function Y in 
c’*‘(o) which is equal to 4 on B + S. I$ I!$” = sup, 1 Y I& . 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose u is a solution of (3.1) where f is in C(D), (I .6) holds, 
and 4 is in @(B + S). If u is in CO*‘(D) r\ Cg*l(D), then 
where K is a constant depending on upper bounds on maxD / u 1 , 1 $ I$‘, D, 
maxS I $t(.r, t)I , maxb I d, f, bi I , and on the constants pE and pp of (2.3). 
Proof. It suffices to consider only the case of a homogeneous initial condi- 
tion, that is, y!~(x, 0) = 0 for x in D, since the more general case follows by 
application of this result to the function u(x, t) - 4(x, t) where $ is a function 
from C2J(@ which is equal to 4 on B. 
As in Theorem 3.1, our objective is to construct a function V(X, t) from u(x, t) 
which is equal to zero on B and for which 
L.U z aijc,is, + bielS, - cvt < 0 in D. 
Since the set of parabolic degeneracy C, does not intersect the base B, it is clear 
that we can choose a small positive number E so that c(x, t) > &2 > 0 for all 
(x, t) in D with 0 < t < E. 
We begin by considering the function 
zu(x, t) = (eat - 1) (2 - eKod’ri) 
where 0: and /3 are positive constants to be determined. Clearly w > 0 in D, and 
w = 0 on B, w > 0 on S x (0, I’] and 
,Tw = cre-~~n{--cua’in +- b”) (e 8t - 1) - c/3e4’(2 - eCx”). 
Let NP be a neighborhood of the set of parabolic degeneracy C, for which 
NPnC',= 0 andN,n{t<E}= o. Then in the set NP , ~(x, t) > FE > 0 
and 
Lw < aemRJ~~{-qiE + B,)(eBt - 1) < -memAy” (3.15) 
if 01 = .B, + l/,& and /3 2 In 21~. 
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,B, + 1 
(-- 
I FE 
Yn 
’ 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
we have thus shown that Ew < 4 where S depends only on B, , yn , and the 
neighborhood N, of the set of parabolic degeneracy chosen. Then as in Theorem 
3.1, we define the function 
z.(.r, t) = u(.v, t) + (1 ;S) (mix 1 f  - du I) w(x, t) 
and note that I% <f - du - maxB if - du S: 0. On B, a(.~, 0) = 0 and for 
(x, t) in X? X (0, T], 
Z+(X, t) = ZQ(.T, t) + (1 /S) (mix If - du I) PeD’(2 - e-as”) 
a&(r,t) + (li~)(mplf- duli)P >O 
(3.18) 
if /3 is chosen large enough, namely /3 :> 6 maxS 1 &(x., t)l/maxB / f  - du 
Fixing ,f3 so that (3.19, (3.16) and (3.18) hold, it is clear that the minimum of 
7(x, t) on 2-Q X [0, T] occurs for t = 0. Therefore, the minimum of U(X, t) on 
B + S is zero which is achieved at each point of B. 
By the weak maximum principle of Lemma 2.1, La < 0, z’ > 0 on B + 5’ 
implies that z! > 0 in D. Since the minimum occurs at each point of i?, we have 
zjf > 0 on B and hence a lower bound for u,(.v, 0), namely, 
Applying the result to --u to get an upper bound, we have the desired result. 
More generally, we likewise have 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose u is a solution to (3.1) where f and the coeficients of L 
are in C”(D)for some k > 1. Assume also that (3.12), (1.6) hold and for some integer 
m with 0 < m < k, $ can be extended so that DxaD,e# is in C2J(D) n CO*l(D) 
for all (Y with 0 < 1 iy 1 < m and 1 01 1 + /? = k. Then if D,~Dt% E PJ(D) n 
COJ(D)foraZZO</ol~ <mwithIarI+,3=k,wehave 
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where K- is a constant depending on bounds on the derizfatives of u, f and the coeffi- 
cients of L up to order k, 4, D, pE and the minimum of c(x, t) on i?. 
4. INTERIOR ESTIMATES 
In this section we will establish a priori bounds on the derivatives of solutions 
to the degenerate equation Lu = f, where L was defined in (1 .l) and satisfies 
(1.2)-(1.4). These estimates are based on the maximum principle of Section 2 
and on an adaptation of the method of Bernstein [2] (see also 0. A. Ladyzenskaja 
[8, pp. 4144161) f  or b ounding the maximum modulus of the s-derivatives of a 
solution to a uniformly parabolic equation by the maximum modulus of the 
solution itself and the parameters of the problem. Because of the degeneracy of 
the problem, we will add restrictions on the width of the domain, the width of the 
set of parabolic degeneracy C, or the size and sign of the coefficient d. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose u is a solution to Lu = f  where L is of the form (1.1) 
and satis$es (1.2)-(1.4). .-lssume aij satisfies (3.12), f  and the coe#cients of L are 
in Cl(D). -41~0 assume 
(,4) d - ct + (n + 1) M < 0 in D 
and for each k = l,..., n 
(B) d + b:, + $ I c,, I2 + f I b:, I* + I btk I’) + nJJ < 0 
i=l 
i?k 
in some neighborhood NE of C, where M is the constant of Lemma 3.1 depending 
only on the second derivatives of a”j. If u,~ and ut are of class C(i?) n C2J(D), then 
where R is a constant depending on maxD / u 1 , D, M and bounds on coeficients of 
L and j’. 
Proof. Since Lu = f, we have 
A?u = cut - aijuxiZj - biuxi = du -f. (4-l) 
Consider the function 
w(x, t) = U& + ut2 + Au2 + pp 
where X and F; are sufficiently large constants to be determined and 9) is a function 
such that 99 < -8 < 0 for some constant 6 > 0. For instance, choose 
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For each k = I ,..., n, Lemma 3.1 and Cauchv’s inequality gives US 
2u;&7~us,s,) .:i E., I u,,.,. 1” + ; (a;ku,pi)2 
JI 
(4.3) 
Similarly, regarding (&) as a positive semidefinite (n + I)-dimensional matrix, 
Using Cauchy’s inequality, (4.3) and (4.4) in (4.2), we have 
+ i I d,u - f le + 2h du* + Au” + X /f I2 - ii8 - 2Xaiju,.8u,,., 
- 2aiiu,.k,iu,fk,j - 2aiju,,,u,,j 
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= /,2(d +Q+ $ 2+r,+$~$l16,k12+(n- I)% I I 
i#k 
+LXdluI”+~jul’+hlf/“--~~. (4.5) 
We choose cp = Mz and l i = M for i f  2. In view of assumption (B), there is a 
neighborhood NE of C, in D in which for each k = l,..., n, 
2d + 2f& + $ 
( 
‘j cazn 1’1 + f, 1 “i& I2 + 1 b,” 12) + 2nM < 0. (4.6) 
i=l 
i#k 
In D -- lVE ? there is a constant & > 0 such that ~(x, t) >, FE > 0 and a 
constant I;i such that 
We set h r= K/2& and F large enough so that the last term of (4.5) is negative. 
By (A) and (B) an d our choice of constants ei , h, and CL, it is clear from (4.5) that 
9~1 < 0 in D. Applying the weak maximum principle of Lemma 2.1, we have 
from which the theorem follows directly. 
We may replace the assumptions (A) and (B) of Theorem 4.1 with an assump- 
tion of t.he nature of (I)-(V) of Theorem 2.2 in the following way. We derive (4.5) 
as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 and choose constants ci as before. We thus have 
. I II,, I f  + (2d - 2c, + 2(” + 1) M} [ ut Ii + (low order terms) - ,3 
:: {D’$v, t) - 2hp(x, t)} 1 u,~ I2 + {DO(“v, t)) / z+ 12 + (low order terms) - $. 
(4.8) 
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Let LVt- be an!- tised neighborhood of c’, . In /I ~-- L\-E , /~(.v, f) ,(i. IJ t’f)r 
some constant FE . I f  we choose h == k;2i6 where k’ is defined as in (4.7), then 
clearly D’: - 2@(s, t) <: 0 in D - A\-[; 
LVe consider the new function 
D(x, t) := max 
k=1....,n 
{Dr(s, t) - 2+(x, t), D”(s, t): (4.9) 
and define positive constants Kr and Mr such that 
-MI < D(s, t) < IiT1 in D. (4.10) 
We note that in D - -YE , D(.u, t) = D”(x, t) or b(~, t) is negative. 
Choosing p large enough, it is clear from (4.8) that (9 - d) ZL’ .:; 0 in D so 
that we may apply Theorem 2.2 to this operator to arrive at the following theo- 
rem. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose u is a solution of Lu = f  where L is of the form (1.1) 
and satisfies (1.2)-(1.4). Assume aij satis$es (3.12) and f  and the coeficients of L 
are in C’(D). Assume one of the following holds: 
(Il) There is a neighborhood fir. of the set of parabolic degenerac! C, in 
which 
fl--,+(?I+ l)ddS~kkc 
for some constant k. 
(III) For some i = I,..., n, there is a neighborhood IV, of C, it1 which 
where t+ and V, were dejined in (2.3). 
(IIS) The diameter y  of D in some x-direction is small enough; namelv, 
y  z< C& , B, , MI , KJ. 
(IV) The quantity D(s, t) is small enough; name[v, 
b(x, f) < C(,, , B, , Ml , y, YE). 
(V) The diameter yc, of the set of parabolic degeneracy C, in some s-direc- 
tion is narrow enough; 
YC, < ‘%E, Bo > K). 
If uxi , ut are of class C(D) n C2J(D), then we have the estimate 
where C is the constant of Theorem 2.2. 
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In order to derive similar estimates for the higher derivatives of u, we define 
the quantities for /? = 0 ,.., s - 1, and 01 ‘(01~ ,..., a,) with 1 01 1 = s - fl 
For B = s, I a / = 0, we define 
DOS = d - set + PM. (4.12) 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose u is a solution to Lu = f where L is of the form (1 .I) 
and sutisjes (1.2)-(1.4). Assume aij satisjies (3.12) and f and the coejkients of L 
are in C”(D) for some s > 2. Suppose for /3 = O,..., s - 1 and I cy I = s - /3, there 
is a neighborhood NE of C, so that 
D&e < 0 in NE (4.13) 
and 
DOS < 0 in D. (4.14) 
Then if DxaD,% is in C(D) n C*J(D) for each (01, /I) with I 01 1 + /3 = s, we have 
where C is the constant from Theorem 2.1 and K is a constant depending on the 
domain D, the constant M of Lemma 3.1, bounds on f and the coejicients of L and 
their derivatives up to order s, and the quantities maxb I DzuDteu /for 1 a j + j3 < s 
and[e:=s!/(s-/3)!/l!for/3=0 )...) s. 
Proof. The details are quite lengthy, but the method of proof is essentially 
that of Theorem 4.1. As in (4.1), we define the operator 9 and consider the 
function 
w(x, t) = i la I D,,=D,k I2 + ‘? qs I DzaD,% I2 + ,Ep) (4.15) 
B=O I b 1 =s-B , b , B&R 
where i;, to and 7s are constants to be determined and v  is a function such that 
9~ < -S < 0 as before. Computing Pw, we make use of Cauchy’s inequality, 
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Lemma 3. I and (I .3) to estimate Zzc from above. Then proceeding as in the 
proof of Theorem 4.1, the conditions (4.13) and (4.14) will allow us to conclude 
that 2~0 < 0 in D from which the result follows directly by means of the weak 
maximum principle of Lemma 2. I. 
Clearly, by the definition of q~ and (I .3), we have 
- ,iLs - 2 B’. [oai’D2i(D,uDtdu) D,.(DxaDt%) 
Ill=s-a 
(4.16) 
We begin by estimating 2(D,1D,h) Y(D,lD,Bu) for some given (01, /3). For 
simplicity, we shall use the notation ol and & to denote the vectors 6 = (ai - a,,,) 
and B = (q - Si, - 6,J where k and I are given integers. A simple computation 
gives 
+ 2UlkPa,~~t(DEiD~-1Dc,s,u) (D,‘D,“u) 
+-43(F1) ii ___ atf( DsfiDf-‘Dli,,u) ( DsuD,“u) 
2 
f2 i rxkb;JDxiD;Dsiu) (D,“D,“u) + 2/3b,i(D,“Df-1D,iu) (D,‘D;u) 
';gl 
+ 2~kclk(D2’D~+1u) (D,“D,“u) + 2~a;i(Ds~D~-1D3cir,u) (D,‘D,%) 
+ 2aka~~(D,‘D~Dzi,,u) (D,“D,“u) + (low order terms) (Dx,“D,4u). 
For each /z = I,..., II, it is clear that 
2a,j,D,,pj(D/D~u) (D,.“D,“u) < E8(agD,il,(D,iDFu))’ + & (D,“Dtu)‘. (4.17) 
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Rut then using Lemma 3.1 with 2’ = IIz”Dt3u as well as (1.3), we have 
EJ(a~~DriJEI(D2~DtBu))’ < ~~~~*ai~D~ls,(D,‘Do,4u) D,,,,(D,“Dt6u). (4.18) 
Similarly, considering a if as an n + I-dimensional matrix, we also have 
< $ ( D,“D,su 1’ f- ~E~~~~~u~~D~,~~(D~D~-~~) Drlxd(DraD;-lu) (4.19) 
+ 8~,nlu”D,,,(D,“D~-‘u) D,J,(Dz”Df-‘u). 
Thus by- (4.17)-(4.19) and by Cauchy’s inequality on the remaining terms, 
2(D,“D,“u) Y(D,“D,“u) 
x 1 DxaDtBu I2 + <zpg 1 D,“D+ I2 
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For term 12, it is clear that for fixed k, 1 
since each term of a given order appears on the left at most n2 times. Thus, 
(s - /3 - 1) 1 j DbbD,h lz. 
IJij=s-d 
We treat terms 13 and @ in the same way. In term 0, fixing i, j, and k, it is 
clear that 
so that 
C 1.9 < l &s - /3) (I u$ I”) C 1 D,aDf-lu 1’. 
lal=S-B lal=S-Bfl 
Terms @ and @ are estimated in the same way. For term @, we note that since 
for each LX, I and k, 
we have 
aijDz,(D,ID/D,du) D,j(D,lD,6D,k) 3 0 
c @ < &3(s - rs>” 1 u~~D~~(D,~D,%J) DXj(D/Dt%). 
Ix/=s-8 Icz]=s-B 
Similar bounds apply for terms @ and 1x1. 
Using these estimates and reindexing on ,!3 when necessary to combine terms 
of a given order, we thus have the following estimate for Zw: 
+? i %(“l - bk) 1 &Q I” + ;; Qk 1 c~k I2 + E4 i ak I b;, 1’ 
i.j=l i.k=l 
(i.i)#(k,Z) i#I 
f(1.k) 
4 B 
+q+:++10+ 
B(B - 1) n2 I s - B 
63 % 
+ nys-;)(s+ 1) l)(s--8) 2% +(n- 9 1 
I ‘St1 
T  T  G2h3 + 1) (s - B - 1) I a$ I2 + 4P + 1) I b,” I”> 
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+ ~s-l{Z,(s - 1) M - 2) a%,,(D:-‘u) D,,(D:%) 
+ (low order terms) - ,GS. 
Here we have defined 5-1 = &+l = qs = 0. We now choose our constants Ei 
and Ei so that 
1 
E7=2(s-1)Al’ 
1 
Ee = qs - 1)2 fig ’ 
1 1 
c7==9 %==X' 
E Cc =2n2 
1 3 M’ 
?l2 n-l 
$2 = Xl’ cq=-, M 
cs5 = M, % = ;g> 90 
Further we choose the constants .$ and Q so that 
and 
to= 1, ,$B+l = ts - i3) 5 
B+l * 
for /3 = O,..., s 
?a+1 d ?s/(B + 1) for /3 = O,..., s - 2 
(4.20) 
M. 
where Q are to be chosen large enough below. Under these conditions the 
estimates for 9w becomes: 
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+ (low order terms) - FS 
-L (low order terms) - $ (4.21) 
By (4.13) there is a neighborhood NE of C, in which Da0 < 0 for each (~1, p) 
with 1 o( 1 -t /3 = S, iy # 0. In D - ATE , p(.t., t) 3 ii& > 0 for some constant pE , 
so that 
We choose yS-r large enough so that the right side of (4.23) is negative for 
/? = s - 1. We then inductively choose 7s large enough so that the right side of 
(4.22) is negative and qs+r <q&3 + 1) for /3 = O,..., s - 2. Fixing Q, we 
choose ,% large enough so that (low order terms) -pS < 0. Making use of (4. IS), 
we thus have 9~m < 0. The desired result follows directlv from the maximum 
principle of Lemma 2.1. 
We may relax the conditions (4.13) and (4.14) in Theorem 4.3 as before. 
Deriving (4.21) as above, we choose a neighborhood NE of C, and a constant ,G~ 
forwhichN,nC,= ~andp(s,t)>&>OinD-Nfi.For/3=0,...,s- 1, 
we then choose qB large enough subject to the conditions ~+i < ~/(p + 1) so 
that 
&Da0 - pETa/ < 0 in D-N,. 
Fixing qB , we define positive constants Al, and KS 
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for fi = 0 ,..., s - 1, 1 OL 1 = s - /3. We also assume 
-h’q < 2.5,D05 < KS in D. 
Finally, we define the new function 
and note that in D - NE, 
Ds(x, t) = max{2&(d - set + s*M), 0} 
and 
-AZ,< < Db(x, t) < KS in D. 
As in Theorem 4.2 then, it is clear that (9 - Ds) ZL~ < 0 in D and the maximum 
principle of Theorem 2.2 gives us the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.4. Suppose u is a solution to Lu = f where L is of the form (1.1) 
and satisjes (1.2)-(1.4). Assume (3.12) and f  and the coeficients of L are in P(D) 
f  or some s 3 2. Assume one of the following conditions holds: 
(IS) There is a neighborhood NP of C, in which 
d - set + s’M < kc 
for some constant k. 
(ITS) For some i = I,..., n, there is a neighborhood Ne of C, in which 
(bi)* 3 B,* > 0 and d - set + s?hf < BN2/4vE . 
(111s) The diameter y  of D in some x-direction is small enough; that is, 
Y < &e > Bo , fifs > K.4. 
(Ivfi) The quuntit)r Ds(x, t) is small enough in D; that is, 
D’(.T, t) < C(pE, B,, , M, , Y, ye). 
(17s) The width yc, in some s-direction of the set of parabolic degeneracy 
C, is narrow enough: 
where i7( ) is a constant depending on the given quantities. Then the estimate of 
Theorem 4.3 holds. 
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5. FIRST IiwT~.4L-Bouii1h4w iT4t.u~ PRO~~LE~I 
In this section we wish to consider the degenerate parabolic problem 
Lu -If in D, 
u=o on s. (5.1) 
I.=4 on R 
under the assumptions that L is the operator of (1.1) satisfying (1.2)-( 1.7) and 
4 has compact support on B and f=O on ?B. (5.2) 
We shall also add some restriction on the width of the domain, width of the set 
of degeneracy C, , or the magnitude of the coefficients and their derivatives up 
to order two. We will assume additional smoothness as needed. 
Remark. A priori bounds and the question of existence for the first initial- 
boundary value problem for degenerate equations with constant coefficients &j 
(and hence, no elliptic degeneracy) was studied by Waid [13] under the more 
restrictive assumption that the problem not degenerate on the normal boundary. 
However, since based on her incorrect version of the maximum principle and on 
an erroneous adaptation of the Schauder boundary estimates [13, pp. 4647 (see 
(5.1 l), (5.14)-(5.16)]), her results are unfounded. We note that these errors also 
affect Waid’s subsequent papers [14, 151. 
We begin by perturbing the coefficients n ij and c by l/m and considering the 
new problem 
PU = (dj + Pjh) u,isj + biuzi - (c + lim) ut + du = f in D, 
u=O on S, (5.3) 
u = I$ on B. 
The perturbed problem (5.3) is now uniformly parabolic, so that the usual 
theory applies. In particular, if the coefficients of L, f  and IJ are sufficiently 
smooth, there exists a unique solution u m to (5.3). More precisely following the 
notation in Friedman [5, Chap. 31, we will assume 
The coefficients of L are uniformly Holder continuous (exponent a) in D. (5.4) 
f  is uniformly Holder continuous (exponent a) in D. (5.5) 
t) is in P+a. (5.6) 
We will also require the following property for D. 
DEFINITION 5.1. We say that D has the property (E) if for every point Q of s, 
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there exists an (n + 1)-dimensional neighborhood I’ such that V n s can be 
represented, for some i = I,..., n, in the form 
xi = h(q ,..., X&l ( Xf+l ,...( x, , t) 
and h, I)$, D,*h, D,h are Holder continuous (exponent a). 
D has the property (E) if, in addition, the functions D,D,h, D,*h exist and 
are continuous functions. 
Under these assumptions, we have the following existence theorem due to 
Friedman [5, p. 651. We note that this theorem was derived under the assump- 
tion C(X, t) = 1, but is clearly applicable to the more general case C(X, t) > 
#ii > 0. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let L be a un;formb parabolic operator for which (5.4)-(5.6) 
hold. Assume D has the property (E), and that L$J = f on SZ. Then there is a unique 
solution u to the $rst initial-boundary value problem 
Lu =f in D, 
u=lj on B + s, 
and, furthermore, u is in @a. 
We first note that by (5.2), L?b = f on 8Q for each m = 1, 2,.... Thus, under 
the given assumptions, we can find a solution P in e+%(D) to the problem (5.3) 
for each m = 1, 2,.... Our objective in the remaining portion of this section is to 
present sufficient conditions under which the sequence {u”} converges to a 
classical solution of the degenerate problem (5.1). 
Since the function urn is a solution to a uniformly parabolic problem, the 
the following differentiability theorem is applicable. (See Friedman [5, p. 741). 
THEOREM 5.2. Let L be a parabolic operator in D and assume that for 
O<m+XGp,k<q,2q<p 
D mDtkaij 3: 9 D mDtkbi, E D,“‘D,“c, DzmDtkd, DzlnD2f (5.7) 
are Holder continuous (exponent CY) in D. If  u is a solution of Lu = f  in D, then 
D,“‘Dtku (OBm+2k<p+Zk<q+l) 
exist and are Holder continuous (exponent CX) in D. 
We are thus in the position to establish a uniform bound on the functions utm, 
UT. and u&j which is independent of m. If we assume that for 0 < I+ 2k < 2 
D,zD,kaii, D,iDtkbi, D,lDFc, D,1D,kd, D,‘D,‘f (5.8) 
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are Holder continuous (exponent m) in D, then bv Theorem 5.2, we know that 
DI.‘D~~uf~’ (0 ~1 I + 2k :.< 4) are Holder continuous. Hence, 
lit 
111 711 
> UC‘ t ui::.r, E P(D). 
Also, since by our previous assumptions ZP in C’?T~(D), we have 
(5.9, 
utin, 21;;. , I& t C(D). (5.10) 
Therefore, if we assume that the condition (II) of Theorem 4.2 holds, (5.9) and 
(5.10) allows us to conclude that 
m;s 1 2~” la + nyx 1 .u,“~ I? :< ?(K + Ena; j ~~“1 /:! + Ey 1 u,“l 1’) (5.11) 
where R is the constant of Theorem 4.1. In particular, k depends on maxD ~ P / 
but is otherwise independent of m. 
Combining the estimate (5.11) with the boundary estimates of Section 3 and 
and the uniform estimate of mash / ZP I of Theorem 2.2, we have proved 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.3. Suppose (1.2)-(1.6), (3.12) and (5.2) hold. Assume D has the 
property (,!?), the coeficients of L and f are of class Cl(D) IT Cl+“(D) and # E C?-‘-,. 
Assume there is a neighborhood NP of C, in which 
d s: kc 
and 
d-cc,+@+ l)M<kc. 
Then if ZP is a solution to (5.3), 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
where K is independent of m. 
An inductive proof based on the arguments above, but with the more general 
boundary estimates of Theorems 3.2 and 3.4 and the interior estimates of 
Theorem 4.4, gives us the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.4. Suppose u*’ is a solution to (5.3) and (1.2)-( 1.6), (3.12) and (5.2) 
hold. Assume $ E @fa, XJ is in class C s+z and the coejicients of L and f  are in class 
P(D) r\ Cns-z+a(D) n C?+&(D) for some positive integer s. Assume one of the 
following conditions holds: 
(I) There is a neighborhood NP of C, in which 
d - PC, f  ,62M ,< kc 
for 0 < /3 < s and some constant k. 
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(II) For some i = I,..., n, there is a neighborhood Np of C, in which 
(bi)2 > B,2 > 0 and d - /kt + j3’M < BN2/4vE 
for 0 G/3 <s. 
(III) The diameter y  of D in some x-direction is small enough; name@, 
Y < GE 3 4,) MS, Ks) 
where B, was defined in (2.1) and MS and K, were defined in (4.23). 
(fi) The quantity Ds(x, t) is small enough in D for 0 < p < s; that is, 
D%~, t) < CC,, , 4, , h1.s , Y, 4 
where Ds(x, t) was defined in (4.11) and (4.24). 
(v) The diameter yc, 
narrow enough: 
in some x-direction of the set of degeneracy C, is 
YC, < &E, 4,) I(.). 
Then 
max 1 DxaDr+W 1 < K 
b 
for 1 (Y 1 + p < s 
where K- is independent of m. 
THEOREM 5.5. Suppose the conditions of Theorem 5.4 are satis$ed with 
s := 3. Then the first initial-boundary value problem 
Lu =f in D, 
u = 0 on s, 
u=# on B, 
for the degenerate operator L of (1.1) h as a unique classical solution IL, andfurther- 
more u c= C?(D). 
Proof: The function ZP - uli satisfies the problem 
Lrn(urn - u”) = (l/k - l/m) 1 in D, 
U"' -uu"=() on B + S. 
But then using Theorem 2.2 for the operator L’“, we have the estimate 
m;x urn - 
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where both K and r;’ are independent of M and k. Therefore, letting k and 
nz + CQ, we see the sequence {ZP~ is a Cauchy sequence in the uniform norm. 
By Theorem 5.4, we have a uniform bound on the derivatives of urn. Therefore, 
using the i2scoL4rzela theorem and a diagonalization argument, we can find 
a subsequence which converges uniformly in iJ to the desired solution. 
Remark. If  we add the assumption that the problem not degenerate on the 
sides of the domain, an alternative proof of Theorem 5.3 and the subsequent 
results may be given by use of the “partial” boundary Schauder estimates (see 
Friedman [5, Chap. 4, Sect. 71) applied in a neighborhood of the boundary 
B + S. This method is independent of our boundary estimates of Section 3. 
Remark. Lye would like to point out several special cases where existence of 
a classical solution is guaranteed by Theorem 5.5. If  there is no parabolic 
degeneracy or the degeneracy is at a point or along a curve that does not touch 
the base, we have existence using (v). I f  there is no elliptic degeneracy, we would 
require 
d - PC, + 2/3*12;1 
to be small enough for p = 0, 1, 2, 3 by (IV)-but not necessarily negative as 
required for (I). W e note in particular the case in which & are constants; here 
we would require only that d and d - 3c, be small enough in D. 
Finally we note that in the case of one space variable with no elliptic degene- 
racy, the equation Lu = f  is equivalent to 
u,, + &3 4 C(“C q -u -__ u + 4x> t) 
mu= 
fb t) 
a(x, t) + a(x, t) t @, t) 
so that condition (I) is fulfilled if there is a neighborhood iVP of C, in which 
d < kc and d - 3c, ,< kc 
and the condition (Iv) is fulfilled if 
d and d - 3c, + (3&z) c 
are small enough in D. 
Remark. Finally, we note that our assumptions of cylindrical domains and 
homogeneous boundary conditions were made to simplify the arguments. The 
results hold in the more general case with minor modifications. 
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